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About EuroRAP 

The European Road Assessment Programme – EuroRAP AISBL – is an international not-for-profit 

association (Association internationales sans but lucratif) registered in Belgium. Its members are motoring 

organisations, national and regional road authorities, and experts who have been elected because of the 

special contribution they have made to EuroRAP.  

EuroRAP is a sister programme to EuroNCAP, the independent crash test programme that star rates new 

cars for the crash protection they provide to passengers and pedestrians. EuroNCAP demonstrates that well-

designed crash protection can make family cars safer. Similarly, EuroRAP shows how roads can be made 

safer, so that the car and road work together to protect life.   

The formal objectives of EuroRAP are to: 

 reduce death and serious injury on European roads rapidly through a programme of systematic 

testing of risk that identifies major safety shortcomings which can be addressed by practical road 

improvement measures;  

 ensure assessment of risk lies at the heart of strategic decisions on route improvements, crash 

protection and standards of route management; and  

 to forge partnerships between those responsible for a safe roads system - motoring organisations, 

vehicle manufacturers and road authorities.  

EuroRAP aims to provide independent, consistent safety ratings of roads across borders. Already, 

thousands of road stretches across Europe have been rated for safety.  

EuroRAP has shown that the risk of death or crippling injury can vary tenfold on different roads in the same 

country. The public, politicians and road engineers must be able to see clearly where the roads with 

unacceptably high risk are – and be guided to what can be done to put them right. Sometimes the cost of 

saving lives can be as little as the paint to provide clear road markings, so that drivers can read the road, or 

safety fencing to stop people being killed over and over again hitting the same trees or lamp-posts close to 

the roadside. 

For more information about this report contact: 

Dr Steve Lawson  

M: +44 7766 735  

P +44 1256 345598 

E: steve.lawson@eurorap.org  

To find out more about EuroRAP visit www.eurorap.org.  To find out more about the international programme 

iRAP, visit www.irap.org.  You can also subscribe to „WrapUp‟, the iRAP e-newsletter, by sending a message 

to icanhelp@irap.org. 

© European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) June 2011      RAP504.3 

EuroRAP technology, including protocols, processes and brands may not be altered or used in any way without the 
express written agreement of EuroRAP. 
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Executive Summary 

Worldwide, some 1.3 million are killed in road crashes each year.  In a reflection of the significant social and 

economic of road crashes, the United Nations has declared that 2011-2020 will be the Decade of Action for 

Road Safety. It is expected that during the decade, significant efforts will be made to improve road 

infrastructure, road user behaviour and vehicle safety. 

Moldova roads and the present study 

The Government of Moldova is committed to building a modern road infrastructure, taking into account 

internationally recognized standards and criteria on Road Safety. 

The roads of the Republic of Moldova are perceived among the worst in the group of countries in transition, 

and the worst in Europe. According to the Global Competitiveness Index, Moldova was recently ranked 133 

out of 134 countries in terms of roads quality.  More than 90% of road network of the Republic of Moldova 

require immediate rehabilitation.  Poor quality of roads leads to transportation costs which are 30% higher 

than in peer countries and direct losses to local business. 

The Government is well aware that, in addition to the unacceptable social cost to the nation, it is estimated 

that Moldova loses over 2% of its gross domestic product in road crashes.  The Government is determined to 

undertake all the necessary measures and actions to ensure road safety standards and decrease the 

number of traffic-related deaths and injuries.  Reported statistics show that, annually, about 500 persons are 

reported killed and more than 2000 are severely injured as a consequence of road accidents. 

The Millennium Challenge Corporation is supporting rehabilitation of: 

 M2 Sarateni – Soroca km 71 + 194 to km 154 + 598 (83.40km) 

 R7 Soroca – Drochia Junction km 3 + 414 to km 12 + 673 (9.25 km) and  

 M21 Dubasari – Goieni (approx 23 km) 

  

EuroRAP has been approached by URS Corporation to assist and support them incorporate an independent 

road safety assessment into the preliminary design which is a part of the Feasibility Study and Environmental 

Assessment (FS/EA) of the eastern section of the M21 Road in Moldova from the Nistru River to Goieni 

(about 23 km), and the final design of the Road Rehabilitation Project (RRP) M2-R7 Sarateni-Soroca-

Drochia Junction (about 93 km) to provide an independent assurance that any improvements made in the 

MCC funded road infrastructure design will be coupled with an improvement in road safety performance.   

EuroRAP and iRAP 

EuroRAP is supporting URS Corporation in providing a Star Rating Report (including a Safer Roads 

Investment Plan) and examining the potential for mapping crashes by means of the EuroRAP Risk Mapping 

Protocol.  EuroRAP aims to provide independent, consistent safety ratings of roads across borders.  The 

programme is active in more than 30 countries across Europe and tens of thousands of kilometres of road 

have been rated.  The Road Assessment Programme has shown that the implementation of 

countermeasures at locations of high injury risk provide the potential for very high rates of economic return.  
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iRAP (the International Road Assessment Programme) is the umbrella organisation promoting the Road 

Assessment Programme worldwide in low- and middle-income countries and developing the assessment 

tools required for this purpose, many of which have been used in this project. 

This report 

This report presents: 

 the results from the original EuroRAP Star Rating of the existing M2-R7 and M21.  For detail of the 

underlying rationale and methodology, readers should refer to the previous reports in this work and 

to www.irap.org. 

 the Star Rating for safety for the road design plans used in the road rehabilitation. 

This report deals mainly with the M2-R7 road sections; the road rehabilitation work on the M21 is yet to 

receive official go-ahead from all the relevant authorities, although some provisional rating of that road is 

included within this report.    

Improvements in Star Rating from road rehabilitation  

The M2-R7 analysis shows that the rehabilitation programme will remove the 55% of roads that are currently 

1-star for car occupant safety and improve them to at least 2-star, and mean that 38% of road sections after 

rehabilitation are 3-star or 4-star compared with 15% before rehabilitation. 

Improvements for pedestrian safety on the M2-R7 mean that the overall rating of the road moves from 8% 4-

star before rehabilitation to 84% 4-star on full implementation of measures. 

Rehabilitation of the M2-R7 if fully implemented removes the 78% of 1-star sections for bicyclist safety, 

converting these at least to 2-star, and presents 17% as 3-star for cyclists. 

Savings in severe injuries 

After rehabilitation, the EuroRAP/iRAP model predicts 27 casualties killed or seriously injured per year on 

this part of the M2-R7 if the design plans are implemented fully and as recommended.  This is a reduction 

approaching half the estimated 46 predicted casualties killed or seriously injured per year prior to 

rehabilitation.   

Countermeasures 

Most of the recommendations from EuroRAP will be incorporated in some form in the road rehabilitation.  

The EuroRAP study has identified the locations at which there is likely to be the highest economic benefit 

from a range of measures including shoulder treatment, installation of barriers, provision of a range of 

pedestrian facilities, improved signing and delineation and pavement surfacing.   

Local custom and practice and the lack of familiarity with leading-edge measures used in some other 

countries means that opportunities may not be taken on this occasion to maximise safety.  Wide paved 

shoulders is one such example – this feature is not used in Moldova.   

http://www.irap.org/
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Other procedural processes – e.g. the basic terms of reference of upgrading a single carriageway road – 

mean that it has not been possible to implement median barrier since this decision was effectively made at 

the stage of the Feasibility Study.  Had a substantial case been made for median barriers in the Feasibility 

Study, then such a countermeasure may have been considered. 

Similarly, the measures to slow traffic in villages are modest compared with the extensive measures used to 

slow vehicles in the case study shown here (Appendix 9) from Romania.  The available evidence strongly 

suggests that the proposed traffic reduction measures on the M2-R7 will not reduce 85%ile operating speeds 

to posted speed limits in villages.   

Vulnerable Road Users 

There should be close monitoring of the outcome for pedestrians in particular.  If the rumble strips, signing 

and pedestrian crossings with kerbed refuges in villages do not have the desired effect of slowing traffic, 

alternatives should be considered.  There should also be early assessments of noise relating to the rumble 

strips. 

There should be further, and more detailed, monitoring of speeds in the villages before road rehabilitation 

begins, so as to provide a high quality baseline comparison.  

Speed Considerations 

Casualty savings will be increased if there is enforcement of the speed limit after the road has been 

rehabilitated and if there is support from Police and others for the measures used to slow traffic in villages. 

Where unfamiliar measures are being used, as may be the case in villages on the M2-R7, it is often common 

practice for there to be temporary signs to alert drivers – e,g. “New Road Layout Ahead” or “Traffic Calming” 

or similar.  This should be considered. 

This report was written on the basis of sight of “95% designs”.  When final designs come forward from 

Universinj it is recommended that MCC/MCA request that they are checked by an independent Road Safety 

Auditor. 

M21 in Transnistria 

Provisional Star Ratings for the M21 before and after the proposed road rehabilitation are presented in this 

report and will be reviewed as additional data become available. 
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1 Introduction 

Deaths and injuries from road traffic crashes are a major and growing public health epidemic. Each year 1.3 

million people die and a further 50 million are injured or permanently disabled in road crashes.  Road 

crashes are now the leading cause of death for children and young people aged between 15 and 29. The 

burden of road crashes is comparable with malaria and tuberculosis and costs 1-3% of the world‟s GDP. 

In low and middle income countries, road crashes represent a major health concern.  More than 85% of the 

global death toll and serious injuries occur in developing countries.  Whereas road deaths are expected to 

fall in high-income countries, they are likely to increase by more than 80% in the rest of the world.   

The Government of Moldova is committed to building a modern road infrastructure, taking into account 

internationally recognized standards and criteria on Road Safety. 

The roads of the Republic of Moldova are perceived among the worst in the group of countries in transition, 

and the worst in Europe. According to the Global Competitiveness Index Moldova was recently ranked 133 

out of 134 countries in terms of roads quality.  Over 90% of road network of the Republic of Moldova require 

immediate rehabilitation. Poor quality of roads leads to transportation costs which are 30% higher than in 

peer countries and direct losses to local business. 

The Government is well aware that, in addition to the he unacceptable social cost to the nation, it is 

estimated that Moldova loses over 2% of its gross domestic product in road crashes. The Government is 

determined to undertake all the necessary measures and actions to ensure road safety standards and 

decrease the number of traffic-related deaths and injuries. Annually, about 500 persons are reported to be 

killed and more than 2000 are severely injured as a consequence of road accidents. 

The Millennium Challenge Corporation is supporting rehabilitation of:  

 M2 Sarateni – Soroca km 71 + 194 to km 154 + 598 (83.40km) 

 R7 Soroca – Drochia Junction km 3 + 414 to km 12 + 673 (9.25 km) and  

 M21 Dubasari – Goieni (approx 23 km) in Transnistria 

 

EuroRAP has been approached by URS Corporation to assist and support them incorporate an 

independent road safety assessment into the preliminary design which is a part of the Feasibility Study 

and Environmental Assessment (FS/EA) of the eastern section of the M21 Road in Moldova from the 

Nistru River to Goieni (about 23 km), and the final design of the Road Rehabilitation Project (RRP) M2-

R7 Sarateni-Soroca-Drochia Junction (about 93 km) to provide an independent assurance that any 

improvements made in the MCC funded road infrastructure design will be coupled with an improvement 

in road safety performance.   
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Figure 1.1 The M2-R7 and M21 road sections  

 

 

Deliverables “F” and “I” in the agreement between EuroRAP and URS require delivery of Star Rating and 

Risk Rating of these roads in October 2010, this in turn being related to other components of a project plan 

running from May 2010 to June 2011.  This report is principally concerned with the Star Rating of Designs, 

other parts of work having been submitted in earlier reports.  

The process of road safety assessment described in this report has been developed by the International 

Road Assessment Programme (iRAP).  It has drawn upon the extensive knowledge base of established 

Road Assessment Programmes (EuroRAP, AusRAP and usRAP), with the generous support of the FIA 

Foundation and World Bank Global Road Safety Facility, to target high-risk roads where large numbers of 

people are killed and seriously injured and inspect them to identify where affordable programmes of safety 

engineering can reduce death and injury. 

In 2010, EuroRAP was invited to assist the Millennium Challenge Corporation in assessing these roads and 

identifying remedial measures. 

1.1 This report 

This report presents: 

 the results from the original EuroRAP Star Rating of the existing M2-R7 and M21.  For detail of the 

underlying rationale and methodology, readers should refer to the previous reports in this work and 

to www.irap.org. 

M2-R7 Sarateni-

Soroca-Drochia 

Junction 

M21 

Dubasari-

Goieni 

http://www.irap.org/
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 the Star Rating from road design plans, assuming the road has been rehabilitated.  This presents 

two scenarios: 

 a “High” road safety input where it is assumed that planned measures outlined in the 

designs have been implemented successfully and there is some enforcement of speed limits 

 a “Medium” road safety input where most planned measures have been implemented, but 

some measures proposed late in the design process have not been implemented (notably 

raised profile edge-marking (also referred to as “shoulder rumble strips”), modern barrier 

terminal-ends, raised kerbing on islands in villages) and operating speeds are 20km/h limit 

higher than the posted speed limit (compared with 10km/h in the “before” situation) on rural 

sections as a result of a better quality running surfaces and other improvements.      

The document gives background explanation on how to Star Rate roads for safety from design plans.  

1.2 Project requirements 

The formal contribution of EuroRAP to this element of the work is detailed below, together with information 

about similar work conducted elsewhere.   

“Safety Rating of Alternative Designs:  EuroRAP will brief The Contractor on the key risk factors that are 

assessed in Safety Ratings at a high level and the implications for new designs.  EuroRAP will work in 

partnership giving guidance to enable The Contractor to (i) explore how safety performance can efficiently be 

raised  (ii) undertake a „from plan‟ Star Rating of the main alternative designs developed, (iii) explore the 

design and/or speed management options necessary to meet agreed minimum Star Rating levels.    

Safety Rating of Alternative Designs:  The AusRAP programme in Australia has coded data from plans for 

car occupant safety and EuroRAP will review this experience and other relevant experience in e.g. Nigeria 

and India.  Typically, roads are coded for their risk factors in 100m sections which are then aggregated and 

smoothed over 3km sections for presentation.  The assessment of safety performance of alternative options 

is likely to refer to the 100m section data or change points in x-section or ambient data (e.g. speed limits, 

land use, pedestrian activity).” 

EuroRAP‟s contribution to the work of URS Corporation was further specified:  

“EuroRAP will provide support to The Contractor in this work in the form of a critical evaluation of proposed 

alternative options and where appropriate, advice on alternate measures which may be considered. 

The RAP tools are capable of generating high level suggestions of the type of affordable high value 

engineering countermeasures that would upgrade the safety of the existing road. These are simply provided 

from clean data and EuroRAP will provide The Contractor with these design pointers...”  

“However, the main activity here will be the challenge for The Contractor to seek to develop options which 

explicitly raise the Safety Rating of the new road to a minimum 3 or 4 star level.  Aside from providing new 

insights into safe road design for this project, The Contractor will be enabled by EuroRAP to provide 

recommendations to MCC and EuroRAP about how remove unnecessary inconsistencies and define 

improvements to RAP coding and/or design codes.”        
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1.3 Project Milestones 

During the rehabilitation design there were key milestones and reports or meetings involving the Feasibility 

Study and when percentages of the overall task lists was complete at 30%, 60% and 95%.  The level of 

decision made at each stage reflected the place in the process – for example, the scope of the rehabilitation 

(ie single-carriageway rehabilitation rather than upgrading to dual-carriageway) in the Feasibility Study, 

discussions on alignment and design speed at the 30% workshop, proposals for speed reduction in villages 

at the 60% workshop, detailed road markings and positioning of guardrail/barriers at the 95% workshop. 

1.4 Methodology to survey existing roads 

iRAP uses globally-consistent models to produce motor vehicle occupant, motorcyclist, pedestrian and 

bicyclist Star Ratings and Safer Roads Investment Plans. See http://www.irap.org/library.aspx and: 

 Star Rating Roads for Safety: The iRAP Methodology. 

 Safer Roads Investment Plans: The iRAP Methodology. 

1.5 Results Online 

This report provides an overview of the results produced in the project. Full results, including data tables, 

interactive maps and download files, as well as data underpinning the analyses, are available in the iRAP 

online software at www.irap.net.  

Stakeholders in Moldova can have access to the iRAP online software (www.iraptools.net), which enables 

examination of risk factors and countermeasure triggers.  Access to the iRAP online software is protected 

with password access. For further information about using the software, contact Dr Steve Lawson at 

steve.lawson@eurorap.org 

Figure 1.2 Results 

online 

Web address:   

Username: URS 

Password: supplied 

 

http://www.irap.org/library.aspx
http://www.irap.net/
http://www.iraptools.net/
mailto:steve.lawson@eurorap.org
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2 Survey of existing roads and associated data 

2.1 Road survey 

Using specially-equipped vehicles, software and trained analysts, EuroRAP inspects and rates roads, 

focusing on more than 30 road attributes relating to the likelihood of a crash and its severity.  These 

attributes include intersection design, road cross-section and markings, roadside hazards, footways and 

bicycle lanes.  The roads were surveyed in 2010 by the Serbian motoring organisation AMSS, working in 

consultation with the Automobile Club of Moldova. 

 

Figure 2.1 The Network Survey Vehicle used in the road inspections 

 

 

The digital images and georeference data were rated by the AMSS team. The road ratings were undertaken 

in accordance with the iRAP Rating Manual using the AMSS software (the CAMSS inspection system).  The 

road attributes rated are listed in the Appendix. 
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Figure 2.2 Road being viewed and rated using CAMSS system  

 
 

The ratings were subject to quality assurance checks by iRAP staff based in the UK, in accordance with 

iRAP’s Rating Quality Assurance Guide, prior to any analysis occurring. 

2.2 Posted Speed Limit, Operating Speed and Design Speed 

Speed limits are not always signed on roads in Moldova.  Speed limits on the M2-R7 were interpreted as:   

 90km/h in rural and semi urban 

 50km/h in urban areas 

On a small number of localised road sections there were also speed limits of 40km/h (1.1km in total) and 

70km/h (1.5km in total). 

The posted speed limit on the M21 in Transnistria is 50km/h although it is not clear whether this limit applies 

over its complete length and requests for data and information on this road have not yet achieved a 

successful outcome.   

Evidence collected from speed surveys at 40 locations during the survey (see appendix) suggests that in 

rural areas, the operating speed of vehicles (based on the 85
th
 percentile speed) is closer to 100km/h and in 

urban areas often nearer to 70km/h.  Informal evidence confirmed that the speed in villages along the M2 

observed by the investigators was consistently at or above this speed.   In accordance with the policy 

adopted by the Road Assessment Programme, existing roads with limits at or below 50km/h have thus been 
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rated at 70km/h and those at or above that speed limit (ie those posted at 90km/h and the very few at 

70km/h) have been rated at 100km/h.  (It was noted in the earlier reports to URS that the M21 in Transnistria 

has therefore been rated at 70km/h and that this section may be re-rated if better information on speed on 

that road becomes available.)   

Design speeds were the subject of extensive discussion at the 30% and 60% workshops. For the M2-R7.  

The final tabulation of posted speed limits is presented in the Appendix.  Particular focus centred on the 

desire for the posted speed limit to be lower than the design speed and for there to be effective traffic 

calming in villages to encourage compliance with the posted speed limit of 50km/h and 30km/h around 

pedestrian crossings.  There is more detailed discussion of design speed in the project report submitted in 

2010. 

The EuroRAP survey supported the general thrust of the Nathan/URS Feasibility Study and made specific 

recommendations for the management of traffic speeds in villages and detailed countermeasure 

recommendations at particular locations where economic benefits are likely to be greatest.      

3 Information on the existing roads 

3.1 EuroRAP Detailed Condition Report of existing roads 

Detailed reports on the road condition are available in the iRAP online software (www.iraptools.net) and 

summarised in the project reports submitted in 2010.  

The Nathan/URS Feasibility Study (section 1.3) quotes the overall current condition of the M2-R7 as “poor”.  

The M21 would also be described thus.  The EuroRAP survey showed the M2-R7 and M21 to be single-

carriageway, carrying low flows, road surface condition described as good and in only 16%.  For 23%, road 

condition was poor to the extent that the road has serious defects which are likely to result in frequent or 

unpredictable impact on vehicle control.  This may often require drivers to divert from their chosen path 

within the road space. On the existing road the picture that emerges is of an absence of any head-on crash 

protection by means of median barriers, poor quality junctions and of frequent side run-off hazards.  

Provision for pedestrians is limited and of poor quality where it does exist.       

3.2 Nathan Feasibility Study for M2-R7  

The Nathan/URS Feasibility Study for the M2-R7 drew attention to the requirement for action in a number of 

areas:  

 “Improve the horizontal curves and the longitudinal profiles of the roads. It is necessary to increase 

the horizontal radii up to 300 meters (m) in some locations.  

 8,970 m of the total road length will require increasing the vertical convex curve radii up to 5,000 m, 

and concave curves up to 2,000 m.  

 On Road M2 at km 110+200 to km 110+900, straighten the road with an overpass for a railway.  

 Improve nine intersections by installing roundabouts to rectify safety issues. 

http://www.iraptools.net/
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 58 percent of the roadway will require total removal and reconstruction 

 4 percent of the roadway will require milling and asphalt overlay, and 38 percent of the roadway will 

require overlay.” 

Particular mention is made of improvements to the intersections shown in the table below. 

  Table 2.1 Proposed Locations for Intersection Improvements M2, R7, and R9 in 2008 

Location Roads 

109+870 M2/R13 

145+900 M2/entry to Soroca 

151+ 750 M2/route Cainari – Vechi 

12+673 R9/R7 

The Feasibility Study refers to existing guardrail/barriers: “The existing safety barriers are in poor condition 

and often are not sufficient given the volume of traffic on the roads.  Most of barriers are metallic cables, 

some of which are rusty and have been damaged during car accidents. As a result, it is recommended that 

all barriers be demolished and replaced with new modern barriers.  The lengths of the barriers will be 

determined during the Detailed Design.”  The Safer Road Investment Plans within the present report 

provides indicators for location of additional barrier. 

Again, the Feasibility Study refers to the absence of pedestrian crossings on the M2.  47 potential sites are 

recommended.  These recommendations can be compared with the outputs in the present EuroRAP report 

(46 sites for pedestrian refuges on the M2 and 9 on the R7, with some upgrading of existing facilities and 

more substantial provision than refuges if local intelligence indicates demand).   

The Feasibility Study comments: “The importance of safety was emphasized – better sign posting (speed 

limits) is needed, as well as measures to ensure the safety of non-motorized road users, e.g., bicyclists, 

horse-drawn carts, pedestrians, etc.”   

Most of what follows relates to the M2-R7, this part of the overall MCC/MCA road rehabilitation project 

currently more advanced than that on the M21 (June 2011). 

4 EuroRAP Star Ratings of the existing roads 

The Star Ratings developed within the IRAP system are based on the road features listed in the Appendix 

and the degree to which they impact the likelihood of crashes occurring and the severity of the crashes that 

do occur.  The focus is on the features which influence the most common and severe types of crash on 

roads for motor vehicles, motorcyclists, pedestrians and bicyclists.  They provide a simple and objective 

measure of the relative level of risk associated with road infrastructure for an individual road user. 5-star 

(green) roads are the safest while 1-star (black) roads are the least safe.  Star Ratings are not assigned to 

roads where there is very low use by that type of road user.  For example, if no bicyclists use a section of 

road, then a bicyclist Star Rating is not assigned to it.  In this study, there is no allocation of Star Ratings for 

motorcyclists since these road-users were uncommon on the roads surveyed in Moldova.   
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The Star Ratings are based on Road Protection Scores (RPS).  The iRAP models calculate an RPS at 100 

metre intervals for each of the four road user types, based on relative risk factors for each of the road 

attributes.  The scores are developed by combining relative risk factors using a multiplicative model. 

More information on risk factors, RPS and Star Ratings is available in iRAP (2009) Safer Roads Investment 

Plans: The iRAP Methodology (see www.irap.org).  

Rating is provided for car occupants, pedestrians and bicyclists (Table 5.2).  It shows that: aggregated, the 

car occupant rating is 45% at 1-star (the least safe ratings), 23% is 2-star and 32% is 3-star.  Bicyclists rate 

as 1-star (62%) and 2-star (38%), pedestrians as 2-star (8%) and 3-star (92%).   

Table 2.2 Overall Star Ratings* Sarateni-Soroca-Drochia Junction (M2-R7) and Dubasari-Goieni (M21) 

 

*minor variation in some percentages may exist in later data sets due to variation in pre-processing procedures 

 

Considering the roads separately,  

 the overall rating for car occupants for the M2-R7 is 55% as 1-star, 29% as 2-star and 15% as 3-star.  

Rating of the M21 was entirely 3-star, this consistent with the uniform nature of this road and the 

lower speed limit at which it was rated.   

 the pedestrian ratings was mainly 3-star (86%), with some 2-star (7%) and 4-star (9%) on the M2-

R7, and 3-star entirely on the M21, and 

 the rating for cyclists is either 1-star (78%) or 2-star (22%) on the M2-R7 and 2-star (100%) on the 

M21, generally because there is no specific provision on either road for these road users, the higher 

Star Rating on the M21 related to the lower speed limit applied to the rating. 

This distribution of Star Rating is not dissimilar to that encountered in other low- and middle-income countries 

where there is a need to upgrade the road network.  The comparatively high rating for pedestrians in 

Moldova reflects in part the fact that there is generally some provision for these road-users, often in the form 

http://www.irap.org/
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of a footway and that, outside the villages, the likelihood of pedestrians crossing the carriageway is relatively 

low.  Further work may be undertaken to seek increased understanding and differentiation of pedestrian risk 

and some is already included via the risk worms (e.g., see Figure 5.4). 

4.1 Star Rating Maps of the existing roads 

Figures 4.1 illustrates the Star Ratings in map form for each of the vehicle occupants, pedestrians and 

bicyclists.  There was very little motorcycle traffic observed during the surveys of these roads. In keeping 

with EuroRAP protocols, the roads were not rated for these road users. 

Figure 4.1 Overall Star Ratings Sarateni-Soroca-Drochia Junction (M2-R7) and Dubasari-Goieni (M21) 

   

 

Car occupants 
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Pedestrians 

  

 

Bicyclists 
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4.2 Safer Roads Investment Plan 

Most of the recommendations from EuroRAP (Appendix 10) will be incorporated in some form in the road 

rehabilitation.  The EuroRAP study has identified the locations at which there is likely to be the highest 

economic benefit from a range of measures including shoulder treatment, installation of barriers, provision of 

a range of pedestrian facilities, improved signing and delineation and pavement surfacing.  
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5 Star Rating of Designs 

5.1 Methodology – coding for Star Rating from design plans 

The road assessment programme rates 36-50 attributes of a road every 100m, the precise number of 

attributes dependent upon the nature of the road and any facilities such as those dedicated to vulnerable 

road users.  

Where there has been a EuroRAP/iRAP survey of the road prior to rehabilitation there will be an existing 

data file for every 100m of the road for every attribute required for the EuroRAP/iRAP assessment.  In 

situations where there has not been an iRAP survey (such as on new alignments or simply when the road 

design plans are being rated without reference to an existing road), it is necessary to construct the input file. 

For the M2-R7 Moldova, the existing survey data input file was edited using the following steps:     

1. Datum – all 100m sections of the iRAP survey were related to the reference point used in 

the design plans, this the standard chainage used by the Moldova State Road 

Administration.   

2. Unchanged data fields – certain data fields would not change from the time of the survey to 

the post-rehabilitation period.  See the Appendix 1 for details.  They include features such as 

“Area Type” and “Land use”.  (If preparing a new data file, rather than working from an 

earlier survey file, it may be necessary to use supplementary plans.)      

3. Fields where assumptions of change can be made – it can be assumed that road 

rehabilitation will lead to improvement of some road attributes.  “Delineation” and “Road 

Condition” would fall into this category.   

4. Some fields can be completed using the tabular lists provided by the designer – eg the 

location of speed limits, barriers/guardrail and pedestrian crossings (see Appendix). 

5. Other fields require the inspection of individual road plans or road marking plans – examples 

include road sections where new pedestrian footway has been installed. 

6. Delineation, road condition, quality of pedestrian crossing and intersection quality are all 

assumed to be “good” or “adequate” after safety input.  

 

Details of the decisions taken in coding each variable for the Moldova study are listed in the Appendix 1.  

When coded, the data were uploaded and then run in the iRAPtools software. 

5.2 Assumptions and checks 

The principal assumptions made in this Star Rating exercise are listed below: 

 Point attributes such as pedestrian crossings are allocated to the relevant 100m and their influence 

on risk assumed to apply over that section. 
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 Linear attributes (which form the majority of those coded) were coded if they began within a 100m 

section and are associated with contiguous 100m sections for the known length of the feature.  This 

approximation means that they will have influence over the whole initial section and into the final 

100m section even if only part of a 100m is known to have this attribute.  Pedestrian footways were 

not included if less than 20m is included in the final section of contiguous 100m lengths.  This 

approximation tends to overstate the safety provision since many features are only present in part of 

the initial section (or the only section if there is only one with that characteristic) or the final section.              

 Cross-checks for inconsistency are made on the location of speed limits and Area Type and on 

Land-use and Sidewalk provision. 

 Crash data used in estimating and allocating fatal and serious casualties were those provided by the 

Moldova Police Authority (as detailed in previous reports).   

 Operating speeds were allocated to 100m lengths using the table provide by URS/Universinj 

“Proposed breakdown by Posted Speed 1_24_2011”. 

 Two scenarios have been tested. 

o the first assumed “High” safety attributes and principally the use of energy-absorbing barrier-

ends, use of raised profile edgeline (also referred to as shoulder rumble strip) throughout on 

rural sections.  “High” safety rating assumed kerbed refuges at pedestrian crossings in 

villages.  Raised profile edge-lining was assumed to have been used in the “High” scenario 

but not in the “Medium”.  

o A “Medium road safety input condition assumed that energy-absorbing barrier ends are not 

present (and therefore the initial 100m of “Roadside Severity – Right” was rated as a hazard 

(Distance to object 0-5m) as was the final 100m section of “Roadside Severity – Left”). 

Pedestrian crossings are rated as without refuges in the “Medium” context (and in all rural 

situations) since it is assumed that a non-kerbed refuge would provide negligible reduction in 

pedestrian risk. 

 Both “High” and “Medium” conditions assume a speed reduction over current operating speeds of 

10km/h in villages (encouraged by signing, rumble strips around pedestrian crossings and at village 

entrances) but assumes that the operating speed remains 10km/h above the speed limit under 

both “High” and “Medium scenarios.  (Pedestrian risk is reduced by means of crossings with kerbed 

refuges reduce the risk in the “High” scenario – see above.) 

 On rural road sections, “Medium” safety attributes imply an operating speed 10km/h higher than 

current operating speeds (20km/h greater than the speed limit) after rehabilitation.  For “High” 

safety attributes on rural areas, operating speeds are assumed unchanged from the existing 

conditions at 10km/h higher than the speed limit. 
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Table A.1 Posted and operating speeds – principal assumptions (all units km/h)        

 Current “High” scenario “Medium” scenario 

 Posted Operating 

(85%ile) 

Posted Operating 

(85%ile) 

Posted Operating 

(85%ile) 

Village 50 +20 50 +10 50 +10 

Rural 90 +10 90 +10 90 +20 

        

 The rehabilitation plans for the M2-R7 provides for the introduction of several sections of climbing 

lanes.   These are 2+1 layouts (without a median barrier).  These sections have been coded as a 

single lane in one direction (number of lanes for use by through traffic) and the effect of their 

reduction to risk has been accommodated by reducing overtaking demand from high to medium  

(the higher value used to reflect the influence of a relatively high truck component in the flow). 

 It was noted in the earlier reports submitted for this project that little information was available on 

operating speeds on the M21.  It had therefore been rated at 70km/h in a before rehabilitation 

condition, this 20km/h higher than the existing posted limit.  For the purpose of the Star Rating 

from designs, it was rated at a 100km/h speed, this assuming that it would reach the same 

standard of design and quality as the M2.  It was further assumed that raised edge marking would 

be provided and barriers would be installed everywhere there was a roadside hazard within 10 

metres of the carriageway.  

5.3 Datum 

Typically, plans, designs and commentary are related to a common datum or reference point (a 

“kilometreage” or “chainage”).  In Moldova this is often related to points at the start of a road number – e.g. 

the start of the M2.  The current study used the following: 

 M2 Sarateni – Soroca km 71 + 194 to km 154 + 598 (83.40km) 

 R7 Soroca – Drochia Junction km 3 + 414 to km 12 + 673 (9.25 km).  

In M21 Dubasari – Goieni (approx 23 km) in Transnistria is the responsibility of the authorities in that territory 

and in the absence of similar information, EuroRAP has based its datum at the border post with the Ukraine. 

5.4  Design speed and posted speed limits 

As explained in earlier sections, the Star Rating of the road is related to the level of speed used by vehicles 

on the roads.  The EuroRAP assessment is therefore related to estimates of the likely operating speed of 
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vehicles on the road, and the spatial distribution of this based upon the posted speed limits (see Appendix 3) 

or differentials from this.  This issue is discussed fully elsewhere in the report.    

5.5  Tabulation of other features 

Tabulation of the location and positioning of road features that influence the Star Rating can be provided in 

tabular form.  See the examples of pedestrian crossings and barrier/guardrail listed in Appendix 6.  

5.6 Detail from road design plans 

There is a hierarchy of design plans that become available at different stages of the road rehabilitation 

process.  The principal ones used here are: 

 the example road profiles that show typical designs and the reference lengths over which they will be 

used “from and to”. 

 the road plan 

 the road markings plan 

 other plans relating to specific detail 

Detail from these plans is shown below.  EuroRAP is grateful to Nathan-URS-Univiersinj for permission to 

use the diagrams used in this section of the report. 

5.6.1 Example road profile 

The figure below shows one of eight typical profiles, the attributes of particular relevance to EuroRAP being 

the number of lanes and lane width (3.5m), the sealed shoulder (0.5m) and the unsealed shoulder (1.5m).  It 

also lists the sections of the route for which this design applies – there are eight sections in this particular 

example.  This also provides information about the media (eg centreline only), the roadside (embankment), 

delineation, facilities for other road users and can be used to derive values for overtaking demand.  The 

diagram below (Figure 5.1) shows the list of eight sections to which this design applies. 
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Figure 5.1 Typical road profile incorporating 1-metre sealed shoulder and 1.5 metre unsealed 

shoulder 

 

 

5.6.2 Example road plan 

From the perspective of Star Rating, the road plan (below – Figure 5.2) gives detail of the centreline, the 

alignment, whether there is any variation in this from the existing alignment, the frequency and style of 

junctions, positioning of new pedestrian footways (parallel purple lines here) and the kerbside edge of 

existing pedestrian footways (single purple line). 

Figure 5.2 Example Road Plan showing new and existing footways     

Plan v. Codru Nou/ 

Plan s. Codru Nou

Corporaţia Provocările Mileniului -

Reabilitarea Drumurilor din RM
4

trotuar

27/05/11
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5.6.3 Example road markings plan 

The road markings plan shows the signing and lining to be applied.  In the figure below (Figure 5.3), an 

unsignalised pedestrian crossing is shown, together with rumble strips intended to alert drivers (and 

pedestrians) and supporting signing and road markings.  Computer-generated images (top corner and 

below) provide a three-dimensional impression of the scene.  Raised profile edge-lining such as that pictured 

(Figure 5.4) may be shown on these plans. 

Figure 5.3 Road Markings Plan and associated images 
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Figure 5.4 Raised profile edge-lining (“Shoulder rumble strips”) 

 

 

5.6.4 Minor junction design 

More detailed designs are provided for all common road features (e.g. Figure 5.5).  These may be cross-

checked against risk estimates used within the Star Rating software.  

Figure 5.5 Typical minor junction design plan 
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5.6.5 Barrier/guardrail 

Barrier/guardrail designs and locationing are similarly illustrated in plans showing the beam, positioning of 

pillars and relevant attachment mechanisms (Figure 5.6).  Their location is shown in Appendix 5.   

Figure 5.6 Example of barrier design 

 

5.6.6 Horizontal alignment 

The base data file from the Star Rating illustrates road sections where curves are described as “sharp” or 

“very sharp” and the EuroRAP rating manual provides instruction on how these should be interpreted.  The 

figure below (Figure 5.7) provides an illustration of how the road may be realigned, the greyed and dotted 

line showing alignment before rehabilitation. 

Figure 5.7 Example of curve realignment 

Geometrical improvements / 

Îmbunătăţiri ale parametrilor geometrici ale traseului

Axa existenta

Sector km 126+800 – 127+200

Corporaţia Provocările Mileniului -

Reabilitarea Drumurilor din RM
12
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5.6.7 Major junctions 

Plans are provided for major junctions subject to upgrade, realignment or other change.  The figure shown 

below (Figure 5.8) is a road marking layout for the junction at Gura Camecii. 

Figure 5.8 Roundabouts slow traffic and reduce brutal side impacts 
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5.6.8 Detailed design issues  

The Star Rating provides a high-level description of risk based upon those features known to lead to severe 

crashes or to make those crashes that do occur more severe.  In any road safety assessment, there are 

examples of particular designs or options are likely to present as better than others or in need of scrutiny.  

Some examples are illustrated here. 

5.6.8.1 Guardrail-.barrier terminal ends 

Rating of barriers in the design plans for Moldova assumes that the terminals use the latest technology such 

as that described in NCHRP 350, rather than ramped-ends (Figure 5.9), “fish-tail” ends or those anchored in 

concrete base 20cm or more high.  This is the “High” safety input scenario.  The “Medium” scenario treats 

non-energy-absorbing treatments as a hazard.     
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Figure 5.9 Ramped-ends increase risk 

 

      

5.6.8.2 Unpaved shoulders 

Local custom and practice may not encourage the paving of shoulders – in Moldova there is resistance to 

pave shoulders (see Figure 5.10) because of concern that the shoulder will simply be used as an 

unauthorised running lane and that therefore overall risk on the road may be raised.  These shoulders are 

also often used by horses or cattle and there is concern that a paved surface would cause damage to 

hooves.  The iRAP model assumes decreasing risk with increasing paved shoulder width. 

Figure 5.10 Local preferences determine shoulder design      

 

5.6.8.3 Major junction design options 

Comparing like with like (such as in Figure 5.11), roundabouts typically experience fewer severe injury 

crashes (fatal and serious) than other junction types and are therefore the preferred option in most 

situations.  Roundabout design means that entering vehicles are more likely to experience glancing side-

impacts with those on the roundabout rather than high-energy brutal side impacts.  Roundabouts may 

generate relatively more low-energy damage-only crashes and more injuries to cyclists. The relative risk in 

terms of severe injury outcome to a car occupant after a crash occurs at a T-junction compared with a 

roundabout is of the order of 3:1.  However, cost-benefit analyses may not always justify such solutions. 
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Figure 5.11 Roundabouts typically have lower risk than 3-leg T-junctions 

 

5.6.8.4 Other junction design – protected turns 

All substantial junctions for which there are plans available can be rated within one of 19 categories.  For 

example, the intersection below would be classified as three-leg, unsignalised with a left turn lane.  Providing 

a protected turn lane increases the risk of a severe injury crash occurring by about a quarter.   

Figure 5.12 Good use of protected turns 
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5.6.9 Road safety audit issues 

The iRAP methodology is a high-level assessment designed to report on the main features known to lead to 

crashes and to influence severe injury.  It deals with the overall risk as it is distributed over 100m lengths and 

a picture built up of combinations of these lengths.  iRAP therefore provides a network-level assessment and 

is often complemented by detailed Road Safety Audit.  The iRAP and EuroRAP teams recommend that, as is 

the situation in many parts of Europe, there is routine Road Safety Audit on new-build schemes or roads 

where there is likely to be a substantial increase in traffic as a result of rehabilitation.  In the example shown 

below (Figure 5.13), Road Safety Audit would propose alternative siting for bus lay-bys (red indents adjacent 

to the main dual carriageway), rather than in the acceleration and deceleration lanes, and that the pedestrian 

footbridges (red rectangles) should be complemented with ramps provided for older people and for those 

with disabilities. 

 

Figure 5.13 Provision for pedestrians is always an issue at busy junctions   

 

5.6.10 Traffic calming measures 

The iRAP methodology does not specifically provide for the rating of existing traffic calming other than 

through the rating of individual measures which contribute to the effect of slowing vehicles.  Nevertheless, 

consultation, local knowledge and engineering experience enable teams to assess the effect that measures 

such as the rumble strips and signing shown below at a village entry will have at particular locations. This 

guides assessment of the operating speed at which road sections should be rated. 
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Figure 5.14 Rumble strips and signing at village entries 

 

 

 

5.6.11 Traffic calming measures – efficacy of speed reduction measures 

In estimating likely operating speeds post-implementation, it was noted that there are very few studies that 

have assessed speed reduction using traffic calming on major roads through villages. 

An exception is provided by the UK Department for Transport (Traffic Advisory Leaflet 1/100 March 2000 -- 

http://www2.dft.gov.uk/adobepdf/165240/244921/244924/0100_Traffic_calming_on_maj1.pdf).  It shows the 

effect on speed of traffic calming in nine UK villages (Table 5.1).  The traffic calming used there was 

considerably more substantial than the speed reduction measures planned for the M2-R7 in Moldova. 

Speed reductions after scheme installation were successfully achieved at UK village gateways but at all of 

these sites 85%ile speeds were considerably above the speed limit. 

Within villages, reduction of 85%ile speeds to speed limits was only achieved with physical changes to 

horizontal alignment (and only in the two villages where this was applied).  Elsewhere, 85%ile speeds were 

higher than speed limits.  Night-time speeds were typically higher than daytime speeds.  The substantial 

traffic calming employed in these villages was though able to reduce 85%ile speeds between 2-15 miles/h 

(up to 24km/h). 

However, when compared with the new (post-traffic calming) speed limits, several 85%ile speeds within the 

villages in this UK study were 5-10miles/h ((8-16km/h) higher than the posted speed limits even after traffic 

calming. 

The message for the Moldova study is that the limited speed reduction measures proposed are unlikely to 

lower 85%ile operating speeds to speed limits.  

http://www2.dft.gov.uk/adobepdf/165240/244921/244924/0100_Traffic_calming_on_maj1.pdf
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Table 5.1 Speed data before and after traffic calming in nine villages on UK major roads        

 

Note – “B” refers to speeds before installation, “A1” to speeds one month after installation and “A2” to speed about 12 months after 

installation.  Speed limits before and after to installation of the limits were: Copster Green (60 before, 40 after), Dorrington (30, 30), Pant 

(40, 30), Great Glen (30, 30), Hayton (60, 40), West Wellow (50, 40), Costessey (30, 20), Craven Arms (40. 30),  Thorney (30, 30).  
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6 Star Rating comparisons before and after rehabilitation 

The tables (6.1 and 6.2) and figures (6.1-6.3) below compare key road attributes and Star Ratings for the 

three road users (car occupants, pedestrians and bicyclists) for the three conditions for the M2-R7: 

 existing road 

 rehabilitation with “High” safety input (see section 5.1) and 

 rehabilitation with “Medium” safety input. 

The “Road Condition Survey” software excerpts below give comparative details of how the overall road 

length would be changed by some of the most relevant attributes. 

 

Table 6.1 Percentage of 100m sections (and therefore, percentage of the network) and attribute of 

principal road features before and after road rehabilitation          

Feature Existing road  “High” safety input  “Medium” safety input  

% network with 85%ile 

operating speed 

> 100 km/h 

 

68 

 

61 

 

61 

% network with 85%ile 

operating speed 

< 60 km/h 

 

0 

 

38 

 

38 

Sharp Curve 3 2 2 

Adequate/new safety 

barrier left* 

1 8 4 

Adequate/new safety 

barrier right* 

1 14 11 

Paved shoulder <1m 11 95 95 

Unpaved shoulder 

present 

82 93 93 

Sidewalk provision left 16 18 18 

Sidewalk provision 

right 

7 12 12 

Pedestrian crossing 

with kerbed refuge  

0 5 0 

*It is assumed that the barrier applies protection over all necessary parts of the 100m to which it applies – these figures therefore show 

the total of 100m sections over which there is any barrier present. 
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Table 6.2 Summary EuroRAP Star Rating 

 Existing road  “High” safety input  “Medium” safety input  

Percentage 1-star 

Car occupants 

Pedestrians 

Bicyclists 

 

55 

0 

78 

 

0 

0 

0 

 

29 

0 

2 

Percentage 2-star 

Car occupants 

Pedestrians 

Bicyclists 

 

29 

7 

22 

 

62 

1 

84 

 

38 

1 

82 

Percentage 3-star 

Car occupants 

Pedestrians 

Bicyclists 

 

15 

86 

0 

 

20 

16 

17 

 

16 

42 

17 

Percentage 4-star 

Car occupants 

Pedestrians 

Bicyclists 

 

0 

9 

0 

 

18 

84 

0 

 

18 

57 

0 

Percentage 5-star 

Car occupants 

Pedestrians 

Bicyclists 

 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

 

0 

0 

0 

 

Headline results for the M2-R7 show that the rehabilitation programme will remove the 55% of roads that are 

currently 1-star for car occupants and improve them to at least 2-star, and mean that 38% of road sections 

after rehabilitation are 3-star or 4-star compared with 15% before rehabilitation. 

Partial implementation of measures under the “Medium” scenario would decrease the percentage of 1-star 

road for car occupants to 29% (based on the assumed increases in traffic speed on the newly-rehabilitated 

road) and would lead to 34% of sections being 3-star or 4-star for car occupants, again compared with 15% 

before rehabilitation. 

Improvements for pedestrians on the M2-R7 mean that the overall rating of the road moves from 9% 4-star 

before rehabilitation to 84% 4-star on full implementation of measures, with 57% 4-star if there is partial 

implementation of the measures to support pedestrians.  
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Rehabilitation of the M2-R7 removes the 78% of 1-star sections for cyclists if fully implemented (all but 2% if 

there is partial implementation), converting it to at least 2-star, and presents 17% as 3-star.  

Star Rating of the M21 section has been provisionally assessed overall as 2-star for car occupants, based on 

an increase in vehicle operating speeds that would be consistent with this type of road.  This would actually 

represent a decrease in Star Rating and it will be important to review plans at a later stage of their production 

rather than publishing results based upon incomplete plans.  Pedestrian risk based on these plans remained 

provisionally at 3-star and bicyclist risk at 2-star.  Again, and if appropriate, further work will be done in this 

assessment of the M21 once more information becomes available on future designs.       

The model predicts 27 casualties killed or seriously injured per year on this part of the M2-R7 if the 

recommendations of “High” safety input are recommended (Table 6.3), down from 46 estimated casualties 

killed or seriously injured per year prior to rehabilitation.  There is a more modest change in the number of 

casualties predicted if the measures are only partially implemented – 32 killed and seriously injured per year.  

These estimates are heavily influenced by the likely increase (assumed to be 10km/h) in vehicle operating 

speed on the rural sections. 

 

Table 6.3 Estimated number of killed and seriously injured per year before and after road 

rehabilitation         

 Existing road  “High” safety input  “Medium” safety input  

Model-predicted 

number estimated 

killed or seriously 

injured per year 

 

46 

 

27 

 

32 
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Figure 6.1  M2-R7 Car occupant – before rehabilitation (top left – Moldova MCC plus etc), High safety 

input (top right – Moldova MCC SRfD) and Medium safety input  (lower left – MOLDOVA MCC SRfD 

medium) 

 

  
 
 
Figure 6.2  M2-R7 Pedestrian – before rehabilitation (top left – Moldova MCC plus etc), High safety 
input (top right – Moldova MCC SRfD) and Medium safety input  (lower left – MOLDOVA MCC SRfD 
medium) 
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Figure 6.3  M2-R7 Bicyclist – before rehabilitation (top left – Moldova MCC plus etc), High safety input 
(top right – Moldova MCC SRfD) and Medium safety input  (lower left – MOLDOVA MCC SRfD 
medium) 
 

 
  
 
 
Figure 6,4 Car occupant Star Rating map after rehabilitation – for (left) Medium safety input  
(MOLDOVA MCC SRfD medium) and for (right)  High safety input (Moldova MCC SRfD) 
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Figure 6.5 Car occupant Star Rating map before road rehabilitation 

 
 
 

Maps such as these may be used to highlight risk, pinpoint opportunities for countermeasures and show the 

location of improvement.  They may also be produced for other road users. 

6.1 Detailed assessment of risk along road sections before road 

rehabilitation and from design plans  

The figures below provide an example of how the RPS can vary along every 100m of a road. They illustrate 

the RPS for vehicle occupants and pedestrians on the M2-R7 and M21 (for car occupants) and the M2-R7 

for pedestrians, these being the main road users on these sections. In these charts, a low RPS indicates a 

relatively low level of risk while a high RPS indicates a high level of risk. Star Rating bands are overlaid on 

the RPS charts, with the green band representing 5-stars (the safest) and the black band representing 1-star 

(the least safe). 

Typically, risk for car occupants varies when there is heightened injury likelihood from head-on crashes, at 

junctions or from run-off.  For pedestrians, the risk is associated with provision of facilities for them as they 

walk along or cross the road.  For cyclists the risk is again as they ride along or cross or turn at junctions and 

the model is sensitive to such features as road condition. 

The figure below (Figure 6.6) illustrates the change in risk to pedestrians in the village of Rublenitza 

assuming the installation of additional facilities for pedestrians described in the plans (assuming the “High” 

scenario).  Similar risk worms can be sourced for every road section and every road user at 

www.iraptools.net. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.iraptools.net/
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Figure 6.6  Risk “worms” for the village of Rublenita before (left) and after (right) rehabilitation – RPS 
score on Y-axis indicating increasing risk with rising score 
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

This report deals mainly with the M2-R7 road sections; the road rehabilitation work on the M21 is yet to 

receive official go-ahead from all the relevant authorities, although some provisional rating of that road is 

included within this report.    

7.1 Improvements in Star Rating from road rehabilitation  

The M2-R7 analysis shows that the rehabilitation programme will remove the 55% of roads that are currently 

1-star for car occupant safety and improve them to at least 2-star, and mean that 38% of road sections after 

rehabilitation are 3-star or 4-star compared with 15% before rehabilitation. 

Improvements for pedestrian safety on the M2-R7 mean that the overall rating of the road moves from 8% 4-

star before rehabilitation to 84% 4-star on full implementation of measures. 

Rehabilitation of the M2-R7 if fully implemented removes the 78% of 1-star sections for bicyclist safety, 

converting these at least to 2-star, and presents 17% as 3-star for cyclists. 

7.2 Savings in severe injuries 

After rehabilitation, the EuroRAP/iRAP model predicts 27 casualties killed or seriously injured per year on 

this part of the M2-R7 if the design plans are implemented fully and as recommended.  This is a reduction 

approaching half the estimated 46 predicted casualties killed or seriously injured per year prior to 

rehabilitation.   

7.3 Countermeasures 

Most of the recommendations from EuroRAP will be incorporated in some form in the road rehabilitation.  

The EuroRAP study has identified the locations at which there is likely to be the highest economic benefit 

from a range of measures including shoulder treatment, installation of barriers, provision of a range of 

pedestrian facilities, improved signing and delineation and pavement surfacing.   

Local custom and practice and the lack of familiarity with leading-edge measures used in some other 

countries means that opportunities may not be taken on this occasion to maximise safety.  Wide paved 

shoulders is one such example – this feature is not used in Moldova.   

Other procedural processes – e.g. the basic terms of reference of upgrading a single carriageway road – 

mean that it has not been possible to implement median barrier since this decision was effectively made at 

the stage of the Feasibility Study.  Had a substantial case been made for median barriers in the Feasibility 

Study, then such a countermeasure may have been considered. 

Similarly, the measures to slow traffic in villages are modest compared with the extensive measures used to 

slow vehicles in the case study shown here (Appendix 9) from Romania.  The available evidence strongly 

suggests that the proposed traffic reduction measures on the M2-R7 will not reduce 85%ile operating speeds 

to posted speed limits in villages.  
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7.4 Vulnerable Road Users 

There should be close monitoring of the outcome for pedestrians in particular.  If the rumble strips, signing 

and pedestrian crossings with kerbed refuges in villages do not have the desired effect of slowing traffic, 

alternatives should be considered.  There should also be early assessments of noise relating to the rumble 

strips. 

There should be further, and more detailed, monitoring of speeds in the villages before road rehabilitation 

begins, so as to provide a high quality baseline comparison.   

7.5 Speed Considerations 

Casualty savings will be increased if there is enforcement of the speed limit after the road has been 

rehabilitated and if there is support from Police and others for the measures used to slow traffic in villages. 

Where unfamiliar measures are being used, as may be the case in villages on the M2-R7, it is often common 

practice for there to be temporary signs to alert drivers – e,g. “New Road Layout Ahead” or “Traffic Calming” 

or similar.  This should be considered. 

This report was written on the basis of sight of “95% designs”.  When final designs come forward from 

Universinj it is recommended that MCC/MCA request that they are checked by an independent Road Safety 

Auditor. 

7.6 M21 in Transnistria 

Provisional Star Ratings for the M21 before and after the proposed road rehabilitation are presented in this 

report and will be reviewed as additional data become available. 
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Appendix 1 – values used in Star Rating from Designs 

Attribute Category 

Road Name – As original rating  – As original rating 

(before rehabilitation) 

Text 

Section  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Text 

Carriageway  – As original rating (before rehabilitation)  Carriageway A of a divided carriageway road 

  Carriageway B of a divided carriageway road 

  Undivided road / single carriageway road 

Distance  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Number 

Length  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Number 

Latitude  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Number 

Longitude  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Number 

Landmark  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Text 

Traffic Flow  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Number 

Motorcycle Percent – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

100% 

  81% - 99% 

  61% - 80% 

  41% - 60% 

  21% - 40% 

  11% - 20% 

  6% - 10% 

  1% - 5% 

  0% 

  Not recorded 

Bicycle Flow  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) High 

  Medium 

  Low 

  Not recorded / None 

Pedestrian Flow - Crossing Road  – As original rating 

(before rehabilitation) 

High 

  Medium 

  Low 

  Not recorded / None 

Pedestrian Flow - Along Road  – As original rating 

(before rehabilitation) 

High 

  Medium 

  Low 

  Not recorded / None 
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Attribute Category 

Area Type  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) Urban 

  Semi-urban 

  Rural 

Number of lanes for use by through traffic – As original 

rating other than for sections of climbing lanes 

(assumptions detailed in text) 

Four or more 

  Three 

  Two   

  One 

One way / two way flow  – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

One way traffic  

  Two way traffic 

Speed  – see notes: assumed to be 10km/h higher than 

posted limit on all sections and 20km/h higher than 

posted limit on rural sections under “Medium” safety 

scenario 

> = 120km/h  

  110km/h 

  100km/h 

  90km/h 

  80km/h 

  70km/h 

  60km/h 

  50km/h 

  <= 40km/h 

Lane width for lanes serving through traffic  – Assumed all 

“Wide”, as per design plans 

Narrow 

  Medium 

  Wide 

Paved Shoulder width – Assumed Paved 0< Width<=1m, 

as per design plans 

None 

  Paved 0< Width<=1m 

  Paved 1< Width < 2.4m 

  Paved >= 2.4m 

Unpaved Shoulder width – Assumed Unpaved 1< Width 

< 2.4m, as per design plans (except where kerbed) 

None 

  Unpaved 0< Width<=1m 

  Unpaved 1< Width < 2.4m 

  Unpaved >= 2.4m 

Shoulder Rumble Strip – Assumed present on “High” 

scenario and absent on “Medium” condition 

No 
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Attribute Category 

  Yes 

Curvature  – As original rating (before rehabilitation) 

except in situations where plans show realignment 

Very sharp 

  Sharp curve 

  Moderate curvature 

  Straight or gently curving 

Quality of curve  – Assumed “High” throughout  Poor 

  Adequate 

Overtaking demand – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) except on sections with climbing lane 

where reduced “Low” 

High 

  Medium 

  Low  

  None 

Delineation   – Assumed “Adequate” throughout Poor 

  Adequate 

Vertical Alignment Variation  – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation)  

Significant crests and dips 

  Undulating / Rolling 

  Flat 

Road Condition  – Assumed “Good” throughout Poor 

  Medium 

  Good 

Sidewalk Provision - left – As per design plans None 

  Adjacent to traffic 

  Non-physical separation > 1m ≤ 3m 

  Non-physical separation >3m 

  Physical barrier 

  NOT RECORDED 

Sidewalk Provision – right – As per design plans None 

  Adjacent to traffic 

  Non-physical separation > 1m ≤ 3m 

  Non-physical separation >3m 

  Physical barrier 

  NOT RECORDED 

Land use – left   – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

Commercial 

  Residential 

  Development other than residential or commercial 
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Attribute Category 

  Undeveloped areas 

  Not Recorded 

Land use - right  – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

Commercial 

  Residential 

  Development other than residential or commercial 

  Undeveloped areas 

  Not Recorded 

Side friction – Assumed “Low” throughout High 

  Medium 

  Low 

Pedestrian crossing facilities – As per design plans and 

generally  “Unsignalised marked crossing with refuge” 

under “High” scenario and  Unsignalised marked 

crossing without a refuge under “Medium” and in all 

rural areas. 

Refuge only 

  Unsignalised marked crossing without a refuge 

  Unsignalised marked crossing with refuge 

  Signalised without refuge 

  Signalised with refuge 

  Grade separated facility 

  No facility 

Pedestrian Crossing – Quality – Assumed “Adequate” 

throughout  

Poor 

  Adequate 

  Not Applicable 

Facilities for bicycles – As per design plans None 

  Dedicated Bicycle Lane on roadway 

  Segregated Bicycle Path  

  Segregated Bicycle Path with barrier 

Roadside Severity - Segregated Bicycle Path – As 

original rating (before rehabilitation): no specific 

facilities for bicycles listed  

Cliff 

  Distance to object 0-5 m 

  Steep fill embankment slopes 

  Deep drainage ditches 

  Distance to object 5-10 m 

  Cut 

  Safety barrier 

  Motorcyclist friendly barrier 
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Attribute Category 

  Distance to object >10m 

  Not recorded 

Facilities for motorised two wheelers – As per design 

plans  

None 

  Dedicated Motorcycle Lane on roadway 

  Segregated two-way motorcycle path WITHOUT barrier 

  Segregated two-way motorcycle path WITH barrier 

  Segregated one-way motorcycle path WITHOUT barrier 

  Segregated one-way motorcycle path WITH barrier 

Roadside Severity - Segregated Motorcycle Path – As 

original rating (before rehabilitation): no specific 

facilities for bicycles listed 

Cliff 

  Distance to object 0-5 m 

  Steep fill embankment slopes 

  Deep drainage ditches 

  Distance to object 5-10 m 

  Cut 

  Safety barrier 

  Motorcyclist friendly barrier 

  Distance to object >10m 

  Not recorded 

Speed - Segregated Motorcycle Path – As original rating 

(before rehabilitation): no specific facilities for 

bicycles listed 

120km/h 

  110km/h 

  100km/h 

  90km/h 

  80km/h 

  70km/h 

  60km/h 

  50km/h 

  <= 40km/h 

Median Type - Segregated Motorcycle Path – As original 

rating (before rehabilitation): no specific facilities for 

bicycles listed 

Centre line only 

  Continuous central turning lane 

  Central hatching 

  Rumble strip 

  Physical median width up to 1m 

  Physical median width 1-5m 
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Attribute Category 

  Physical median width 5-10m 

  Physical median width 10-20m 

  High quality barrier 

  Motorcyclist friendly barrier 

  Physical median width >20m 

  Not Applicable (e.g. one way road) 

Minor Access Point Density – As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

High Density 

  Low Density 

  Not Applicable (rural area) 

Roadside Severity - left hand side – tables of installation 

of guardrail used to locate new protection; other 

hazards assumed to remain 

Cliff 

 Distance to object 0-5 m 

  Steep fill embankment slopes 

  Deep drainage ditches 

  Distance to object 5-10 m 

  Cut 

  Safety barrier 

  Motorcyclist friendly barrier 

  Distance to object >10m 

  Not recorded (urban low speed area) 

Roadside Severity - right hand side – tables of 

installation of guardrail used to locate new protection; 

other hazards assumed to remain 

Cliff 

  Distance to object 0-5 m 

  Steep fill embankment slopes 

  Deep drainage ditches 

  Distance to object 5-10 m 

  Cut 

  Safety barrier 

  Motorcyclist friendly barrier 

  Distance to object >10m 

  Not recorded (urban low speed area) 

Major Intersection type- likelihood -- As original rating 

(before rehabilitation) unless plans indicated 

otherwise 

4-leg (unsignalised) no right turn lane 

  4-leg (unsignalised) right turn lane 

  4-leg (signalised) no right turn lane 

  3-leg (unsignalised) no right turn lane 
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Attribute Category 

  Railway Crossing - Passive (signs only) 

  4-leg (signalised) right turn lane 

  3-leg (unsignalised) right turn lane 

  3-leg (signalised) no right turn lane 

  3-leg (signalised) right turn lane 

  Roundabout (low speed) 

  Merge Lane (short slip) 

  Merge Lane (no slip) 

  Roundabout (high speed) 

  Railway Crossing - Active (flashing lights / boom gates) 

  Merge Lane (long slip) 

  Median Crossing Point - Poor condition 

  Median Crossing Point - Good condition 

  Minor Junctions 

  None 

Intersection quality – Assumed “Good” throughout  poor    

  Good 

  not applicable 

Intersecting Road Volume -- As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

High >= 10,000 

  Medium >= 1,000 to < 10,000 

  Low < 1,000 

  Not recorded / unknown 

Median Type -- As original rating (before rehabilitation) Centre line only 

  Central hatching 

  Rumble strip 

  Continuous central turning lane 

  Physical median width up to 1m 

  Physical median width 1-5m 

  Physical median width 5-10m 

  Motorcyclist friendly barrier 

  Physical median width 10-20m 

  High quality barrier 

  Physical median width >20m 

  Not Applicable (e.g. one way road) 

Major Upgrade Cost Impact -- As original rating (before 

rehabilitation) 

High 

  Medium 

  Low 
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Attribute Category 

Comments -- As original rating (before rehabilitation) Comments 

Roadworks -- As original rating (before rehabilitation) Road works in progress 

  No road works 
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Appendix 2  Use of the iRAP Demonstrator 

The iRAP Road Protection Score (RPS) and Star Rating Demonstrator makes use of a slightly simplified 

version of the iRAP model.  It provides a simple way to assess infrastructure-related risk of death or serious 

injury for a section of road.  It is possibly to select the Input Attributes that best match any road's attributes 

and choose suitable settings to generate RPS and Star Ratings.  It is available at: 

 http://europe.iraptools.net/irap22/default.asp?page=demonstrator 

The figure below shows a simplified example of some of the attributes entered in the demonstrator.  

Features such as those shown in the image below may be varied to show how this contributes to the Star 

Rating or to the RPS for the risk elements.  After rehabilitation, the road rates at 4-star if the 85%ile speed 

is at 100km/h, but is improved to 3-star if suitable enforcement achieves an 85%ile speed.   

 

Figure A1 Examples of Star Ratings for vehicle occupants 

 

 

If the situation pictured above were “improved” in the demonstrator tool in a “what if” scenario, improved 

barriers might be provided, shoulder rumble strip added and delineation and the other road attributes 

improved (see below).  In the examples below, an increase of one star in the Star Rating may be achieved if 

the 85%ile operating speed can be successfully enforced at 90km/h rather than 100km/h   

The demonstrator may be used in a similar way to assess the attributes affecting the safety of pedestrians, 

bicyclists and motorcyclists. 

 

 
 

http://europe.iraptools.net/irap22/default.asp?page=demonstrator
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Figure A2  Examples of Demonstrator outputs and inputs illustrating sensitivity of speed within the 

model 
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Appendix 3 Speed surveys 

Observations were taken by AMSS staff at 40 sites using standard procedures from within the AMSS vehicle, 

parked unobtrusively at the roadside at each location.  85%ile speeds were often more than 10km/h above 

the posted speed limit.  Truck mean speed (not presented here) is as much as 20-30km/h less than car 

mean speed.  Data are to be reported on more fully as part of the study for the Moldova State Road 

Administration. 

 Table A.2 Overview of speed survey data  
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Appendix 4 Road sections by Posted Speed 

   

 

 

 

  

1 71+194÷71+900 706

2 71+900÷73+400 1500 s.Codru Nou

3 73+400÷74+400 1000

4 74+400÷76+700 2300 s.Tintareni

5 76+700÷79+320 2620

6 79+320÷79+700 380

7 79+700÷81+800 2100 s.Negureni

8 81+800 ÷ 82+290 490

9 82+290 ÷ 86+600 4310

10 86+600÷91+900 5300 s.Brinzeni - s.Ordasei

11 91+900÷95+800 3900

12 95+800÷100+000 4200 s.Prodanesti

13 100+000÷100+950 950

14 100+950÷104+540 3590

15 104+540÷105+200 660

16 105+200÷109+900 4700

17 109+900÷111+270 1370

18 111+270÷113+200 1930

19 113+200÷119+400 6200 s.Ghindesti - s.Gura Camencii

20 119+400÷120+860 1460

21 120+860÷126+710 5850

22 126+710÷127+200 490

23 127+200÷128+340 1140

24 128+340÷130+900 2560 s.Ciripcau

25 130+900÷131+210 310

26 131+210÷135+200 3990

27 135+200÷135+740 540

28 135+740÷137+400 1660

29 137+400÷138+550 1150

30 138+550÷140+380 1830

31 140+380÷141+950 1570

32 141+950÷146+000 4050 s.Alexandru cel Bun - s.Valovita

33 146+000÷147+530 1530

34 147+530÷148+090 560

35 148+090÷148+650 560

36 148+650÷149+800 1150

37 149+800÷151+480 1680

38 151+480÷151+750 270

39 151+750÷154+418 2668

40 3+414÷5+900 2486

41 5+900÷8+700 2800 s.Rublenita

42 8+700÷12+785 4085

Total 45771 13834 32990 92595

length

lungimea,

m

Posted Speed

M 2  Sărăteni – Soroca

Proposed breakdown of the road sections by the Posted Speed

Road section

Sectorul

R7 Soroca – Drochia Junction

50 km/h
Nr.

Remarks

Remarca
Road section

Sectorul

length

lungimea,

m

90 km/h 70 km/h

Road section

Sectorul

length

lungimea,

m
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Appendix 5 Location of barrier/guardrail installation 

  

 

 

 

Left Side

Stinga   PC+

Right Side

Dreapta PC+

Length, m

Lungime, m

Begin 

Terminal

Inceput, m

End 

Terminal

Sfirsit, m

Total

Total, m

1 metal 77+380 - 77+410 - 30 8 - 38

2 metal - 77+380 - 77+410 30 8 - 38

3 metal 77+470 - 77+520 - 50 - 8 58

4 metal - 77+470 - 77+520 90 - 8 98

5 metal 91+950 - 92+017 - 67 8 - 75

6 metal - 91+950 - 92+017 67 8 - 75

7 metal 92+077 - 92+150 - 73 - 8 81

8 metal - 92+077 - 92+125 48 - 8 56

9 metal 94+264 - 94+356 - 92 8 8 108

10 metal - 100+828 - 101+103 275 8 - 283

11 metal 100+855 - 101+103 - 248 8 - 256

12 metal 101+177 - 101+338 - 191 - 8 199

13 metal - 101+177 - 101+298 113 - 8 121

14 metal - 103+960 - 104+159 199 8 - 207

15 metal 104+077 - 104+159 - 182 8 - 190

16 metal 104+221 - 104+308 - 87 - 8 95

17 metal - 104+221 - 104+308 87 - 8 95

18 metal 106+900 - 107+100 - 300 8 8 316

19 metal 108+975 - 109+163 - 80 8 8 96

20 metal 109+400 - 109+670 - 270 8 - 278

21 metal - 109+625 - 109+670 45 8 - 53

22 metal 109+720 - 109+750 - 30 - 8 38

23 metal - 109+720 - 109+750 30 - 8 38

24 metal 116+490 - 116+650 - 160 8 8 176

25 metal 118+412 - 118+630 - 218 8 8 234

26 metal 118+900 - 119+000 - 100 8 8 116

27 metal 128+830 - 128+900 - 70 8 8 86

28 metal 137+900 - 138+100 - 200 8 8 216

29 metal - 137+900 - 138+088 188 8 8 204

30 metal - 142+525 - 142+900 375 8 8 391

31 metal 142+550 - 142+900 - 350 8 8 366

32 metal 148+100 - 148+350 - 250 8 8 266

33 metal - 148+100 - 148+400 300 8 8 316

34 metal - 148+775 - 149+600 825 8 8 841

35 metal 150+175 - 150+575 500 8 8 516

36 metal - 150+175 - 150+575 500 8 8 516

37 metal - 151+200 - 

151+575

575 8 8 591

38 metal 151+225 - 

151+275

- 50 8 8 66

39 metal 151+375 - 151+575 - 200 8 8 216

40 metal 152+825 - 153+375 - 550 8 8 566

41 metal - 153+625 - 153+670 45 8 8 61

42 metal 153+625 - 153+725 - 100 8 8 116

43 metal 6+050 - 6+150 - 100 8 8 116

44 metal 10+050 - 10+150 - 100 8 8 116

8440 272 272 8984Total

Designed guardrail

 Parapet metalic proiectat

Nr.

Type of 

guardrails 

Tipul 

parapetelor
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Appendix 6 Location of pedestrian crossings 

 

 

Pedestrian crossings

Treceri pentru pietoni

1 72+449

2 72+687

3 73+962

4 74+648

5 75+136

6 75+582

7 75+695

8 75+839

9 76+465

10 77+094

11 80+195

12 80+939

13 81+292

14 83+996

15 87+819

16 90+345

17 95+979

18 96+308

19 96+844

20 96+954

21 97+684

22 98+094

23 98+354

24 99+007

25 99+313

26 99+716

27 103+590

28 114+180

29 117+793

30 118+043

31 118+702

32 118+876

33 129+089

34 130+450

35 133+175

36 135+302

37 138+996

38 140+904

39 143+480

40 144+245

41 145+715

42 145+725

43 145+754

44 145+770

45 145+779

46 152+498

47 154+260

48 3+502

49 6+270

50 7+544

51 12+602

R7 Soroca-Drochia Junction

Item №           

Nr. Artic.
Km

Note        

Notă

 M2 Sărăteni-Soroca 
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Appendix 7 Existing roads – M2-R7 and M21 examples 

 
 
Figure : Typical route through village – footway deterioration and absence of crossing facilities 
means heightened pedestrian risk as pedestrians often walk in the road.  See-through and absence 
of traffic calming leads to higher vehicle speeds 
 

 
 
Figure : Pedestrians walking on unsealed shoulders here, but often walk in the roadway when 
shoulders have deteriorated further or after poor weather.  Shoulder sealing provides safety benefits 
to drivers and pedestrians 

 
 
Figure : Sub-standard barriers are to be replaced under the Nathan/URS recommendations 
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Figure : Road sections offer the opportunity for speed above the proposed 80km/h design speed 
 
 

 
Figure : Slow-moving trucks – mean speeds of trucks and cars often have a 20-30km/h differential 

 

 
Figure : Horse-drawn carts also present a substantial speed differential problem 
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Figure :  Edge drop-offs lead to over-correction and head-on crashes.  Severe deterioration is 
widespread but even the drop to a well-maintained sealed shoulder may be a hazard. 

 
 
Figure : M21 – long, straight featureless single-carriageway built on raised 2-3m embankment;  
considerable evidence of deterioration of linkages on slabbed concrete pavement 
 

  

 
Figure : The M2-R7 Feasibility Study reports that 58% of the roadway will require total removal and 
reconstruction 
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Figure : Y-junction M21 exit from Cocieri on M2 --- redesign of this junction is a priority: see the 
additional risk identified by the risk worm in Figure 5.3 (earlier report to URS)  

 
 
Note: vehicles travelling the path of the red arrow are performing the legal manoeuvre at this junction but the 
illegal choice of many is to continue their path to conflict at the apex point of the “A”. 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
Figure :  Rail-crossing near M2-R13 junction with evidence of collisions with aggressive objects 
protecting the bridge and evidence of impact history 
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Figure :  Parts of the M2 have informal paths and tracks to provide access to harvesting of walnut 
trees and access to fields.  These may be a reliable route for some vulnerable road-users in dry 
weather but should be formalised to provide a year-round route in long-term planning for the M2. 
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Appendix 8 Potential future median protection options  

With increasing traffic flows and GDP in Moldova, it is possible that more substantial measures will be 

economically justifiable in future years.  A feature of the present work has been that it is difficult to 

demonstrate a satisfactory means of reducing head-on risk for car occupants.  In parts of Sweden, Ireland 

(see below) and New Zealand, where there is an accommodating road cross-section, it has been possible to 

install a 2+1 design with median barrier, this substantially reducing risk. 

 Although it is understood that the requirement for median protection to separate opposing flows is only 

required at design speeds of 100km/h or above, the likely future operating speeds on these roads would 

indicate that 2+1 or 1+1 designs with median barrier (see Figures below for examples) may be justified at 

some locations.  Indeed, Safe System approaches to design recognise that cars cannot protect from severe 

injury at speeds above 70km/h.  However, median barrier may be impractical where there are severe 

carriageway cross-section constraints (lack of space), sections where changes to horizontal alignment may 

be required and where removal of some roadside hazards, notably trees, may be politically unacceptable.  

 

Figure : Median barrier crash protection added to a single carriageway  
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Appendix 9 potential future traffic calming options:  Sercaia 

A particular feature of the M2-R7 is the absence of traffic calming on roads in villages.  Some images from 

roads in neighbouring Romania (below) indicate what may be possible in Moldova.  The measures to be 

adopted for the M2-R7 are less extensive than those shown here. 

 

1 Approaching the village of Sercaia, a sign and roundel in the road warn of the 70km/h limit 

   

 

2 Transverse rumble strips alert drivers to the changing character of the road  

  

 

3 Road signs and roundels warn of the reduction to 50km/h. speed limits are incorporated in 

the village name sign.  
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4 Signs advise of road layout on entry to the village 

 

 

5 Islands and refuges are used to provide for pedestrians and discourage speed 

  
 

6 Colour and markings are used to direct road-users 

  

 

7 Physical features provide turning pockets and separation from opposing flows 
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8 Pedestrian facilities are generally well-marked, prominent and used with markings to slow 

drivers 

  

 

9 Exiting the village, a more substantial median provides for pedestrians and separates drivers 
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Appendix 10 Indicative countermeasures 

Indicative countermeasures for M2-R7 TABLES ARE FROM ONLINE SOFTWARE.  VALUES SHOULD 

BE ROUNDED AND RE-PRESENTED IF USED ELSEWHERE. 

 

 


